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FoEE Briefing 

 

 

FoEE key messages regarding the Winter Package: 

 
The European Commission (EC) unambiguously promotes the development of new gas 

infrastructure (pipelines and LNG terminals), with the risk of creating a new fossil fuel lock-in, 

potentially driving (political and financial) priorities away from renewables and energy efficiency; 

 
The EC promotes a sector:  

(1) Which is in an extended decline (gas demand in Europe has slumped by 23% in 5 years) 

and which will  continue to decline with existing energy efficiency objectives;  

(2) Which has existing infrastructure with massively under-used capacity;  

(3) Which is already able to respond to many different possible disruption scenarios without 

the need for any new infrastructure. All the new and existing infrastructures could 

therefore become quickly stranded, representing a massive waste of money in these 

times of climate emergency; 

(4) Which cannot become more secure through diversification because of economic and 

political constraints of potential new suppliers: Even with a diverse supply, Member 

States will continue to be attracted by Russian gas, because of its competitive price. 

 
While recent scientific studies show that the impact of gas on climate change is comparable to 

coal (because of its important methane leakages), the EC barely makes any reference to climate 

change and does not adequately address the impact that gas has on climate. Only 4 months after 

the COP in Paris, this is not acceptable. Gas is a fossil fuel and there is no such thing as clean fossil 

fuel. 
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I. EU gas demand in decline 

In 2014, the EU28 consumed around 400 billion cubic meters (bcm) of natural1 gas, but 75% of this consumption 

came from only 6 western European countries (Germany, UK, Italy, France, Netherlands, Spain), while only 12% 

from 6 Eastern European countries (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria) and 1% from 

the Baltic countries2. Only around one third of this was produced indigenously.3 

 

Gas demand in the EU has declined by 14% since 20004 and by 23% since 20105 (see graph 1) and has declined in 

every European country during that timeframe, with the exception of Bulgaria and Greece6. This reality seems hard 

to acknowledge for the European Commission (EC) who, according to the European Court of Auditors, “has 

persistently overestimated gas demand during the period, and needs to restore the credibility of the forecasts it 

uses”7 (See graph 2). With existing energy efficiency policies and new higher efficiency ambitions for 2030, this 

structural declining trend is likely to continue, as 

illustrated in a recent Ecofys study analysing the 

impact of different efficiency scenarios on overall 

European gas demand (see graph 3). 

Considering that the six biggest gas consumers in 

Europe are Western European countries with quite 

advanced efficiency and renewable policies, we can 

reasonably assume that the downward trend will not 

change.  

 

 CONCLUSION: Gas policies seem not to be demand-based but rather driven by industry interests instead of the 

public interest. The current fast declining demand for fossil fuels should instead be accompanied by policies ensuring 

a smooth and timely phase-out. 

                                                           
1
 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-16-310_en.htm  

2
 http://www.e3g.org/news/media-room/europes-declining-gas-demand  

3
 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/quarterly_report_on_european_gas_markets_q3_2015.pdf 

4
 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/571314/EPRS_BRI(2015)571314_EN.pdf  

5
 http://www.e3g.org/news/media-room/europes-declining-gas-demand 

6
 http://www.e3g.org/docs/E3G_Trends_EU_Gas_Demand_June2015_Final_110615.pdf 

7
 http://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/SR15_16/SR_ENERGY_SECURITY-EN.pdf (p.37) 

 

Graph 1 – EU Gas demand in the EU Graph 2 - Gas consumption in EU-27 2000-2013 shown alongside the 
Commission forecasts up to 2030 

Graph 3 – Projected EU-28 gas demand 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-16-310_en.htm
http://www.e3g.org/news/media-room/europes-declining-gas-demand
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/quarterly_report_on_european_gas_markets_q3_2015.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/571314/EPRS_BRI(2015)571314_EN.pdf
http://www.e3g.org/news/media-room/europes-declining-gas-demand
http://www.e3g.org/docs/E3G_Trends_EU_Gas_Demand_June2015_Final_110615.pdf
http://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/SR15_16/SR_ENERGY_SECURITY-EN.pdf
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II. Under-used capacities of existing gas infrastructure 

The EC wants to ensure that the necessary infrastructure is in place, particularly in the LNG and gas storage sectors, 

to meet EU gas demand and face potential crises. It claims that current infrastructure is not optimally distributed.  
 

Existing EU import infrastructure has the capacity to import twice as much gas as is currently being imported 

(around 600 bcm)8. Existing LNG infrastructure in Europe – in total – has never used more than half of its total 

capacity9 and is today only used at around 25% capacity10 (see graph below).  
 

This has resulted in economically and socially absurd 

situations: 

- The Spanish Musel LNG terminal (7bcm regasification & 

300,000m³ storage capacity) was completed in 2012 and 

then directly put into a “hibernation period until demand 

picks up”.11 It has never been used since. 

- Lithuania built its new Klaipėda LNG terminal in 2014: It’s 

4 bcm import capacity can provide 80% of the gas 

demand of the entire Baltic region. Yet, Estonia and Latvia 

are now planning to build their own LNG terminals which 

will add respectively 6.5 and 5 bcm of import capacity 

each year.12 
 

Yet, a number of member states and gas operators are 

currently on the way to increase import capacities by 58% 

via the construction of new pipelines and LNG terminals. All in all, Europe would then have capacity to import three 

times more gas than its current needs (a bit more than 400 bcm). Considering the declining trend in gas demand, 

which will only be reinforced by EU climate and energy targets, the need for investments in new gas infrastructure 

seems deeply questionable. 

The push to build new LNG terminals is mainly 

fostered by a concern for security of gas supply. 

Following the 2009 Ukrainian gas crisis, countries 

are being encouraged to believe that a 

diversification of gas suppliers is fundamental to 

ensure that they will meet their national gas 

demand at all times. This has led to the planning of 

new LNG projects in Belgium (3bcm), Croatia 

(6bcm), Estonia (7bcm), Finland (3bcm), France 

(36bcm), Greece (13bcm), Ireland (3bcm), Italy 

(37bcm), Latvia (5bcm), the Netherlands (4bcm), 

Poland (8bcm), Spain (10bcm) and the UK (26bcm). 

However, the vulnerability of Member States and the potential security they would receive from a diversification 

of suppliers is refutable, to say the least (see following chapters).    
 

 CONCLUSION: There is no good justification to build all these new gas infrastructures when current capacity is 

hugely under-used, a conclusion which is reinforced by the declining trend in gas demand. The current Winter 

Package justifies short-sighted and incoherent investments in the sector under the potential (though very 

speculative) threat of insecurity of gas supply.  

                                                           
8
 https://www.e3g.org/library/more-security-lower-cost-a-smarter-approach-to-gas-infrastructure-in-europe 

9
 GLE presentation at European Gas Conference, Vienna: Outlook on European LNG infrastructure investments, 28/01/2014 

(http://www.gie.eu/index.php/publications/cat_view/3-gle-publications) 
10

 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/571314/EPRS_BRI(2015)571314_EN.pdf 
11

 http://www.naturalgaseurope.com/musel-lng-to-be-shelved-6067  
12

 http://www.gie.eu/index.php/maps-data/lng-map  

 Graph 4 – Projects representing a 58% increase in EU gas import 

capacity are under development (Source: E3G, Bruegel, ENTSOG, EC) 

https://www.e3g.org/library/more-security-lower-cost-a-smarter-approach-to-gas-infrastructure-in-europe
http://www.gie.eu/index.php/publications/cat_view/3-gle-publications
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/571314/EPRS_BRI(2015)571314_EN.pdf
http://www.naturalgaseurope.com/musel-lng-to-be-shelved-6067
http://www.gie.eu/index.php/maps-data/lng-map
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III. How many investments do we really need to ensure security of 

supply? 
Based on the current gas demand in the EU and on a proper assessment of the existing gas and electricity 

infrastructures, we can evaluate how the EU would react to a number of situations and disruption scenarios. This 

stress test exercise was done by the EC in 201413, and was reassessed with a more holistic approach by Artelys and 

the European Climate Foundation in February this year14. 

Stress tests were made for cases of (1) extreme cold winters, (2) gas disruption from Norway, (3) North Africa and (4) 

Russia (via Ukraine). The main conclusions were that:  

- Under normal market conditions, Europe does not need any new import capacities or cross-border gas 

infrastructure between Member States to secure supplies.  

- In the case of full implementation of 2030 targets (at least 27% RES, 27% efficiency, 40% GHG emissions below 

1990 levels15), the situation would get even better as demand would reduce to 320bcm (from 410bcm today). 

- Even in a scenario where gas demand increases towards 2030 (to 535bcm), the diversity of existing gas routes 

and infrastructure is sufficient to avoid loss of load in the entire European Union. 

- Europe’s current gas infrastructure is largely resilient to extreme supply disruption cases. 

- An integrated and regional perspective bringing gas and electricity systems together helps meet supply security 

standards at significantly lower costs, both in cases of high demand, current demand or demand in line with 2030 

objectives (See graph below). 
 

Overall, it is only in the extreme case of a 

year-long Ukrainian transit shutdown that 

the supply of four Member States (from 

Baltic, central-eastern and south eastern 

Europe regions) would be affected. This is the 

only situation and countries where 

investments in a diversification of sources of 

LNG could potentially increase security. In all 

other scenarios, the entire EU is secure with 

its current infrastructure. As a result, the 

future investments for security of supply 

account for dramatically more than the ones potentially needed16.  

 CONCLUSION: The rush to invest in new infrastructure across the board in Europe to ensure a resilience to gas 

disruption is not backed by evidence or facts.  

                                                           
13

 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/stress-tests-cooperation-key-coping-potential-gas-disruption  
14

 http://europeanclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/EUC_Report-WEB.pdf  
15

 http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030/index_en.htm  
16

 https://www.e3g.org/library/more-security-lower-cost-a-smarter-approach-to-gas-infrastructure-in-europe  

Graph 5 – Overview of costs in billion € to ensure security of supply across scenarios 
and strategies 

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/stress-tests-cooperation-key-coping-potential-gas-disruption
http://europeanclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/EUC_Report-WEB.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030/index_en.htm
https://www.e3g.org/library/more-security-lower-cost-a-smarter-approach-to-gas-infrastructure-in-europe
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IV. The economic and political risks of potential new gas suppliers  
 

During the promotion of the Winter Package, the EC widely advocated the diversification of gas suppliers. This would 

allegedly (1) offset the declining domestic gas production; and (2) prevent the EU from being affected as it was 

during the 2009 Ukrainian energy crisis, when Russia cut its gas exports to Europe, leaving several EU countries 

stranded.  
 

 

Making sure that Russia stops being the single gas supplier of Eastern European countries is a fundamental driver of this 

diversification motto. The EC has clearly expressed the new suppliers it wishes to work with:  the US, Canada, Algeria and 

Australia, followed by Qatar, Nigeria, Egypt, Angola, Mozambique, Tanzania, Israel, Lebanon, Iraq, Libya and Azerbaijan. 

As shown in the double-page map on “Insecurity of Gas Supply”, these potential suppliers come with their fair share of 

issues: On the one hand, Iraq and Libya suffer from civil war and political/religious conflicts, while Qatar and Azerbaijan 

are yet to become democratic regimes. It is unlikely that the EU’s energy security could be strengthened by working with 

such politically unstable countries. On the other hand, the US is already seeing its shale gas production decline, just like 

Norway which is now being pushed to consider drilling in the Arctic to offset their gas production decline.  

Betting on the gas of North America and Australia will rapidly face economic limits because of significant transportation 

costs. The law of supply and demand will always prevail and, as a consequence, countries and consumers will inevitably 

favour the cheapest option. The cost to Gazprom of delivering its gas to Germany is $3.5 per mmbtu (million British 

thermal unit) — compared with an estimated $4.3 per mmbtu break-even for US LNG supplies, despite US gas prices 

trading near 16-year lows.17 Transporting gas via LNG will hold some irreducible additional costs (transport, liquefaction, 

shipping and regasification) which will negatively bear comparison with Gazprom’s latitude on gas prices. As the Oxford 

Institute for Energy Studies (OIES) observed18, Russia could then easily win a price war against LNG suppliers — like Saudi 

Arabia on the international oil market. It is also important to keep in mind that the US, Canada and Australia could choose 

to sell their gas for higher prices in Asia in order to keep their production economically viable. 

Gazprom provided the first illustration of its new strategy with auctions recently organised in the Baltic countries19. At the 

auction, the biggest (private) gas consumers in the region bought over 1.2bcm of gas. As one of them stated, “our position 

is to consider all the best alternatives (of cheaper gas) that come along the way, including those by Gazprom. Our priority 

is the best price.” These auctions have so far resulted in agreed prices lower than previous Gazprom contracts, so low in 

fact, that in future they will be even lower than that of Statoil, Lithuania’s other gas supplier.20 This situation questions 

the profitability of the new Lithuanian LNG terminal which has constantly struggled to find a sustainable economic model 

since its launch21. 

 CONCLUSION: The fear of a potential energy security threat should not drive irrational decisions: 
 

- The price of Russian gas will remain attractive to rational Member States and will strand many of the existing 

and planned LNG terminals in Europe (in Eastern Europe in particular). The EU should be operating with existing 

gas and electricity infrastructures in an integrated and regional way.  

- Diversification is not the only solution to offset declining gas production or to be less reliant on specific gas 

suppliers like Russia: Energy efficiency policies can significantly compensate this downward production trend 

(see Ecofys graph on page 2), and they already are22. The decline of EU production should be presented as a rare 

opportunity to organise a real energy transition away from volatile, dirty and climate-killing fossil fuels like gas. 

Keeping in mind that Europe’s current gas infrastructure is largely resilient to extreme supply disruption cases.  

                                                           
17

 http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/2/c9c44750-ca50-11e5-a8ef-ea66e967dd44.html#axzz3zftSsMbH  
18

 https://www.oxfordenergy.org/publications/gazprom-is-2016-the-year-for-a-change-of-pricing-strategy-in-europe/ 
19

 http://www.naturalgaseurope.com/gazprom-launches-baltic-gas-tender-28437  
20

 http://www.naturalgaseurope.com/lithuanian-bidders-eye-gazprom-gas-auction-experts-take-differs-28601  
21

 http://www.energypost.eu/system-unconnected-vessels-gas-market-baltic-states/  
22

 http://www.e3g.org/docs/E3G_Trends_EU_Gas_Demand_June2015_Final_110615.pdf 

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/2/c9c44750-ca50-11e5-a8ef-ea66e967dd44.html#axzz3zftSsMbH
https://www.oxfordenergy.org/publications/gazprom-is-2016-the-year-for-a-change-of-pricing-strategy-in-europe/
http://www.naturalgaseurope.com/gazprom-launches-baltic-gas-tender-28437
http://www.naturalgaseurope.com/lithuanian-bidders-eye-gazprom-gas-auction-experts-take-differs-28601
http://www.energypost.eu/system-unconnected-vessels-gas-market-baltic-states/
http://www.e3g.org/docs/E3G_Trends_EU_Gas_Demand_June2015_Final_110615.pdf
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V. Gas and climate change 
 

A 2016 peer-reviewed research from Oxford University found that, given our remaining carbon budget, a 2°C 

scenario implies that any power capacity addition must be zero carbon by 2017.23 However, two months after the 

COP in Paris, where 195 countries committed to keep climate change “way below 2°C”, the EC released this Winter 

Package on crucial energy issues without making any significant references to climate change and to the climate 

implications of an extended reliance on gas. During the promotion of the package, Commissioner Cañete even 

presented gas in positive terms, repeating many times that it was “the cleanest of the fossil fuels.” 
 

It is true that burning gas generates around half less emissions than coal, considered as the worst fossil fuels in terms 

of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. However, CO2 is not the only gas emitted during full life cycle of fossil fuels that 

has an important impact on climate. Significant emissions of methane are also emitted into the atmosphere during 

the lifecycle of any fossil fuel, but natural gas production appears to be, by far, its biggest emitter. Considering its 

high global warming potential (86 times higher than CO2 on a 20-year timescale, according to the IPCC 24), methane 

leakages should be closely scrutinized.  
 

It is acknowledged by the scientific community that shifting from coal-fired to natural gas-fired electricity generation 

is only beneficial for climate if the cumulative methane leakage rate of natural gas – including leakage during the 

production, processing, and transmission (but not distribution) stages -- is less than 3.2%.25 However, a series of 

peer-reviewed studies have shown that the full life cycle emissions of methane (from well production to delivery, to 

consumers and storage) from conventional gas represent, on average, between 3.6% and 5.4% of the total 

methane production across the USA.26 
 

The picture looks even worse when we look at methane emissions from 

unconventional gas production. Satellite methane emission rates in the 

major shale gas production regions – Eagle Ford (Texas), Marcellus 

(Pennsylvania) and Bakken (North Dakota) – have reached 9.5% of the 

total methane production.27 It must also be noted that these 

observations were only made for upstream emissions and don’t fully 

account for downstream emissions during storage and delivery of gas to 

customers, which may on average add another 2.5% of methane 

emission.28 The conclusion is that shale gas development during the 

2009–2011 period, on a full life cycle basis including storage and delivery 

to consumers, may have on average emitted 12% of the methane 

produced.29 This is highly relevant for the EU as most of the LNG 

expected to be imported from the US is coming from shale gas: first 

cargos of US shale gas production have already started to arrive in 

Europe. 
 

 CONCLUSION: Gas cannot be a solution for our future. There is no such thing as clean fossil fuel. Gas, like coal 

and oil, is a dirty hydrocarbon that should be phased out if we seriously want to fight climate change and achieve the 

2030 and 2050 energy and climate objectives. 

Any new gas infrastructure would directly push us into a carbon lock-in, as it is built to last for at least 50 years. As 

we take decisions that will impact the next decades, it is crucial that we consider our target to remain below a 2°C 

increase and increase our energy security through the solutions of efficiency and renewable energy. 

                                                           
23

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261916302495  
24

 https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg1/WG1AR5_Chapter08_FINAL.pdf 
25

 Alvarez et al, 2012 (http://www.pnas.org/content/109/17/6435.full) 
26

 Miller et al, 2013 (http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2013/11/20/1314392110.abstract), Brandt et al, 2014 (http://www.sciencemag.org/content/343/6172/733), Howarth 
2015 (http://www.eeb.cornell.edu/howarth/publications/f_EECT-61539-perspectives-on-air-emissions-of-methane-and-climatic-warmin_100815_27470.pdf)  
27

 Schneising et al, 2014 (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2014EF000265/abstract)  
28

 Hayhoe et al, 2002 (http://link.springer.com/article/10.1023%2FA%3A1015737505552), Howarth et 2011 
(http://www.acsf.cornell.edu/Assets/ACSF/docs/attachments/Howarth-EtAl-2011.pdf)   
29

 Howarth, 2015 (https://www.dovepress.com/methane-emissions-and-climatic-warming-risk-from-hydraulic-fracturing--peer-reviewed-article-EECT)  

Methane emissions 

Carbon Dioxide emissions 

Graph 6 – Greenhouse gas footprints of shale gas, 
conventional gas, oil, and coal (in g CO2 
equivalents per MJ of heat produced 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261916302495
http://www.pnas.org/content/109/17/6435.full
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2013/11/20/1314392110.abstract
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/343/6172/733
http://www.eeb.cornell.edu/howarth/publications/f_EECT-61539-perspectives-on-air-emissions-of-methane-and-climatic-warmin_100815_27470.pdf
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2014EF000265/abstract
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1023%2FA%3A1015737505552
http://www.acsf.cornell.edu/Assets/ACSF/docs/attachments/Howarth-EtAl-2011.pdf
https://www.dovepress.com/methane-emissions-and-climatic-warming-risk-from-hydraulic-fracturing--peer-reviewed-article-EECT

